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	From the original hard cover edition:In the modern age of almost universal computer usage, practically every individual in a technologically developed society has routine access to the most up-to-date cryptographic technology that exists, the so-called RSA public-key cryptosystem. A major component of this system is the factorization of large numbers into their primes. Thus an ancient number-theory concept now plays a crucial role in communication among millions of people who may have little or no knowledge of even elementary mathematics. Hans Riesel's highly successful first edition of this book has now been enlarged and updated with the goal of satisfying the needs of researchers, students, practitioners of cryptography, and non-scientific readers with a mathematical inclination. It includes important advances in computational prime number theory and in factorization as well as re-computed and enlarged tables, accompanied by new tables reflecting current research by both the author and his coworkers and by independent researchers. The book treats four fundamental problems: the number of primes below a given limit, the approximate number of primes, the recognition of primes and the factorization of large numbers. The author provides explicit algorithms and computer programs, and has attempted to discuss as many of the classically important results as possible, as well as the most recent discoveries. The programs include are written in PASCAL to allow readers to translate the programs into the language of their own computers. The independent structure of each chapter of the book makes it highly readable for a wide variety of mathematicians, students of applied number theory, and others interested in both study and research in number theory and cryptography.
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Technology Paradise Lost: Why Companies Will Spend Less to Get More from Information TechnologyManning Publications, 2004
Debunking many of today’s myths about the future prospects and growth of information technology, this book uses a variety of well-accepted economic, technological, and market data to come to the contrary conclusion that IT is poised to shrink and not grow. Discussed is how this conclusion does not imply that companies will slow their use...
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Configuration Management Principles and PracticeAddison Wesley, 2002
Configuration management (CM) is an important, but often neglected, practice that allows application developers and project managers to better identify potential problems, manage changes, and track the progress of software projects. An effective CM strategy—one that adheres to the practice's complexity while harnessing its depth—can...
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Spent: Revive: Stop Feeling Spent and Feel Great AgainTouchstone, 2008

	From the doctor whose “extraordinary practice is at the vanguard of a revolutionary way to deliver medical care” (O, The Oprah Magazine), an easy program to restore energy and health.

	

	Do you feel unusually exhausted?

	Do you have trouble sleeping?

	Does your digestion bother you?

	Do...
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Team Geek: A Software Developer's Guide to Working Well with OthersO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Life is full of unexpected twists, and the two of us never imagined
	
		we’d someday write a book about software engineering.
	


	
		Like most computer geeks, we discovered that our hobby and
	
		passion—playing with computers—was a great way to make a living
	
		after graduating college. And...
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Expert Cube Development with SSAS Multidimensional ModelsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Expert tips and tricks for designing Analysis Services Multidimensional Models


	About This Book

	
		Design SQL Server Analysis Services cubes, dimensions, and calculations from the experts!
	
		Add calculations to the cube, including implementing currency conversion and a date tool dimension
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Machine Learning: An Algorithmic Perspective (Chapman & Hall/Crc Machine Learning & Pattern Recognition)CRC Press, 2009

	Traditional books on machine learning can be divided into two groups â€• those aimed at advanced undergraduates or early postgraduates with reasonable mathematical knowledge and those that are primers on how to code algorithms. The field is ready for a text that not only demonstrates how to use the algorithms that make up machine learning...
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